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ENGULFING CONTINUA IN AN «-CELL

BY

RICHARD J. TONDRAC)

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that there exist open connected subsets Dx,

D2, and D3 of an «-cell E such that, if C is any proper compact connected subset of E

and Ce U, U open, then there exists a homeomorphism h of E onto itself such that

C<=/¡( £>,)=[/ for some/', lS¡g3.

1. Introduction.   The main results of this paper are the following two theorems :

Engulfing Theorem. Let E be an n-cell, « ä 2. 7«ere exist proper domains (a

domain is an open, connected subset) Dlt D2, and D3 of E such that if X^E is a

proper continuum (a continuum is a compact, connected subset) and G is an open set,

X<^G<=E, then there is a homeomorphism h of E onto itself which is isotopic to the

identity and

(i) X<= h(Dx) c G, « | bd E = identity, if X<= int E;

(ii) Xc«(7)2)<=G, ifXnbdE+0 and Xn bd E^bd E; and

(iii) Jcp3)cG, h\bd E= identity, ifXnbd E= bd E.

Approximation Theorem. Let E be an n-cell, «¿2. There exists a continuum

C^E with the following properties:

(i) C is homeomorphic to the l-point compactification of a connected n-manifold

with boundary;

(ii) // D is a proper domain of E, then D=\Jk = x Ck, where, for all fcül,

Cte<=i Ck+1 (i Ck+1 denotes the point set interior of Ck+1 relative to E) and Ck is

homeomorphic to C; and

(iii) if X is a proper continuum in E, then X=(~)k = 1 Ck, where, for all k, Ck+1ci Ck

and Ck is homeomorphic to C.
■

In what follows, certain notational conventions and definitions will be used.

If X is a topological space and A a subset of X, then ix A, clx A, frx A, and edx A

will denote the interior, closure, frontier, and edge of A in X respectively, where

edx A = A—ix A. If there is no possibility of ambiguity, then the subscript "X"

will be omitted. If M is a manifold (all manifolds are assumed to be separable
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metric spaces), then int M and bd M will denote the manifold interior and boun-

dary of M respectively. If a space X is homeomorphic to a space Y, then this will

be denoted by X= Y.

2. Preliminary results.

Definition 2.1. Let L and M be n-manifolds, «ä 1, such that bdF# 0 and

FCAT. L is called a relative M manifold if

(i) F n bd M^= 0,

(ii) F n bd AT is an (n— l)-manifold, and

(iii) edF=F — i F is empty or an (« —l)-manifold.

Note that if F is a relative AT manifold, then bd (F n bd AT) = bd (ed F).

Definition 2.2. Let F and M be n-manifolds, »è 1, such that F<= AT, bd F^ 0,

and edF^ 0. If F"=int AT or if F is a relative M manifold, then F is said to be

collared in M provided there is an embedding h of the pair (edFx[0, 1),

(ed F n bd M) x [0, 1)) into the pair (AT, bd M) such that

(i) h(x, 0) = x, x eed L, and

(ii) h(ed L x [0, 1)) n F = h(ed F x 0).

The set h(ed L x [0, 1)) is called a collar of L in M and is denoted by cL. The set

CL=L u cL is called a collaring of F in AT.

Lemma 2.3. Let L be a relative M manifold, n ^ 2, íwcA í/ia/ ed F # 0. FAe« íAere

is an embedding h of the pair (ed L x [0, 1), (ed L n bd AT) x [0, 1)) into (M, bd AT)

ímc/i that

(i) h(edLx[0,l))<=L,and

(ii) A(*,0)=je,*eedZ,.

Proof. Let F=edF. If bd F= 0, then, since F<=bdF, the result follows from

the main result of [2]. Now suppose that bd F^ 0 and let Q = L n bd AT. Then

bd F=bd Q. It follows from [2] that there is an embedding gx : bd Ex [ — 1, 0] -> E

such that gi(bd F x [ — 1, 0]) = Fx is closed in E (that gx can be chosen so that Fx is

closed is shown possible in the proof of Theorem 2.6) and gx(x, 0) = x for all

x ebd E. Also, there is an embedding g2: bd Ex [0, 1) -> g such that g2(x, 0) = x

for all x e bd F=bd £>. Let F = F u g2(bd Fx [0, 1)). Since F^bd L, there is an

embedding g3 : F x [0, 1) -> F such that g3(x, 0) = x, x e P, and g3(P x [0, 1)) n bd F

=g3(Fx0). Let / be a homeomorphism of bd Ex([— 1,0]x [0, 1)) onto

bdFx([-l, l)x[0, 1)) suchthat

(i) /restricted to (bd Fx -1 x [0, 1)) u (bd Ex [-1, 0] xO) is the identity, and

(ii) /carries bd Ex0 x [0, 1) homeomorphically onto bd Fx [0, 1) x0.

Define g:bdFx[-l, l)-^bdFby

g(x, t) = gx(x, t),       re [-1,0],

= g2(x, t),       t e [0, 1).

Then hx = (g, id) f(gx~1, id), where id is the identity map on [0, 1), is a homeo-

morphism of (gi(bd£x[-l,0]))x[0, 1)  onto  (g(bd Fx [-1, l)))x [0, 1).  Let
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Fx=gx(bd Ex [-1, 0]) and F2 = E-gx(hd Ex(-l, 0]). Then Fx and F2 are closed

in E and Fx n F2 = F=gx(bd Ex -1). Since hx\(Fx [0, 1)) is the identity, the map

«2: Ex [0, 1) -> P x [0, 1) defined by

h2(x, t) = hx(x, t),       x e Fx,

= (x, t), x e Fa,

is an onto homeomorphism. Since hx carries gi(bd E x 0) x [0, 1) homeomorphically

onto g(bdEx[0, l))x0 and is the identity on gx(bdEx0)x0, h=g3h2 is the

required embedding of (ed L x [0, 1), (ed LnhdM)x [0, 1)) into (M, bd M).

Theorem 2.4. Let L and M be n-manifolds, « ä 2, such that L is a closed subset

of M and ed 7# 0. Then L is collared in M if

(i) Lc int M and P = M— int L is an n-manifold, or

(ii) L is a relative M manifold and P = M—int Lis a relative M manifold.

Proof. If (i) holds, then ed L<= bd P and the result follows from [2]. If (ii) holds,

then ed7 = fr7 = fr7 = ed7. Since ed7 = ed7, the result follows by applying

Lemma 2.3 to P.

Let A'be a metric space, A a subset of X, and/ g: A -> R bounded continuous

functions such that, for all aeA, fi(a)^g(a). Let

P[f, g; A] = {(*, t)eXxR\xeA andf(x) ú t Ú g(x)}.

If f(d) <g(d) for all aeA, let

TP[f, g; A] = {(x, t)eXxR\xeA and/(x) ^ t < g(x)}.

Definition 2.5. Suppose that L is collared in M and that B is a closed set,

perhaps empty, /?<=clM (edM7) = C. Consider edLx[0, 1) as contained in CxÄ

and let «:ed7x[0, 1) -*■ M give a collar of L in M. Let / be continuous,

flC-> [0, J) such that/(c) = 0 if and only if c e (B u (C-ed L)). Let 77 and 77*

be defined by

77 = 7 u h(TP [0, if; ed 7 - B])

and

77* = 7 u C u «(7[0,4/; ed 7]).

77 is called a tapered collaring of 7 in M with base B and support F if, given an

open set G, L-B<=G, then there is a homeomorphism g of M onto itself, which is

isotopic to the identity under an isotopy H such that

(i) L-B<=g(TL)^G,
(ii) if 7 u C^G, then7 u C^g(TL*)^G, and

(iii) H(x, t) = x for all x e (L u (M-/7)), t e [0, I].

Theorem 2.6. Let L and M be n-manifolds, L^M, 7 a relative M manifold or

L<=intM.IfLis collared in M and B is a closed set, B<= clM (edM 7) = C, then L has
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a tapered collaring TL in M with base B, TL=iM L and TL*=L U C. Furthermore,

if C is compact, then the support F of TL may be chosen to be compact also.

Proof. The proof is straightforward but tedious, and so only an outline of the

proof will be given. Let A — edM L. If clM A is compact, let X=M; otherwise, let

A" be the 1-point compactification of AT with compactification point p, and consider

AT as embedded in X. In either case, since A is locally compact, D = clxA — A is

either empty or compact. If B is closed, FcclM (edM L) = C, then B u D is closed

in F=clx A. Let h: A x [0, 1) -> M give a collar cL of L in AT. Since F is a relative

AT manifold or Fez int AT, it follows from Lemma 2.3 or [2] that there is an em-

bedding A1:(^x(-l,0],(^nbdA/)x(-l,0])^(A/,bdA/)nL such that

h(x, 0) = hx(x, 0) = x, x e A. Since B u D is closed in F there exist continuous

functions/: is-»- [0, £) and/: F->(-|, 0] such that f(e) =/(e) = 0 if and only if

eeBv)D. Let P=P[f,f; E]. Then F is compact and there is an embedding

h2: P-> X defined by

h2(x, t) = x, x e E, t = 0,

= h(x, t),        x e A, 0 è t Ú f(x),

= hx(x, t),       x e A,fx(x) S/áO.

Let GCAT, G open, and suppose that F —Ti<=(j. Since G is open in M, G is open in

X and H=(G-(B u D)) is open in X. Let H'= (h2)~y(H). Then TT' is open in F,

(F-(Ti u D))xOcTF, and (B u D)xQ^P-H'. Therefore there exist continuous

functions g: is-»- [0, -J) and g^ is-»■ ( — ■£•, 0] such that

(0 AOO = Si(<0 = 0^g(eW(e), e e E;

(ii) /i(e)<gi(<?)<0<g(e)</(e), e e (E-(B u F>)); and

(iii) Ptg!, g;F-(T7U 7))]c/r.

Let EX = E if X=M and let Ex = E—p otherwise. If F u C<=G, then g may be

chosen so that F[0, g; FJc/ia J(C7). Using the results of [8, p. 556], it is easily

established that

(i) TL = L u h(TP[0, +/; ed L-B]) is a tapered collaring in AT with base B;

(ii) TL=iML; and

(iii) TL*=h2(P[0, \f; Ex) u F=F u C u A(F[0, f/; ed F]) is homeomorphic to

FuC.

3. Proof of the main results. The proof of the main results depends upon some

results of piecewise linear manifold theory and the results of the previous section.

The terminology that will be used is essentially that used by Zeeman in [10] but

is modified to agree with the terminology used by Zeeman and Hudson in [6]. By a

simplicial complex K of Rv, p S 1, is meant a locally finite complex consisting of at

most a countable number of rectilinear Simplexes in a Euclidean />-space Rp. As

usual, | Tí | denotes the polyhedron determined by K. An n-manifold AT is called
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combinatorial or piecewise linear, denoted by PL, if there is a homeomorphism/of

\K\ onto M where A' is a complex in R" such that if «S; 1 then \lk(v, K)\ is a

combinatorial («- l)-sphere or («- l)-ball for each vertex v of K. The pair (K,f)

is called a 77 triangulation of M. Let K^ x a manifold. If there is a sub-

complex 7 of K such that (7,/| |7|) is a PL triangulation of X, then we will say

that (K,f) restricted to X gives a PL triangulation of X. An m-manifold 7 which is

embedded as a subset of a PL «-manifold M is called PL in M if there is a sub-

division K' of 7T and a subcomplex 7' of A" such that (P',f\ \P'\) is a PL tri-

angulation of /(|7'|) = 7. Let M and TV be PL manifolds with PL triangulations

(/ K) and (g, 7) respectively. A continuous function «: M-> N is called PL if

there are subdivisions K' of K and 7' of 7 such that g~1hf is a simplicial map. If

t is an «-simplex, let |/| denote the polyhedron |¿(?)| where¿(/) = {¿ : ¿isafaceof t}.

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a PL n-manifold, « ä 2, a«¿/ /e? L be a PL n-manifold in M,

edL^0.If
(i) L<= int M or

(ii) 7 n bd M= Q is a PL (n-l)-manifiold in M, then L is collared in M.

Proof. The result is easily established and the proof is only outlined. The first

step is to use the method employed (with proper modifications in case LnbdM

is a PL («— l)-manifold in M) in the proof of Lemma 17 of Chapter 3 of [10] to

show that M—int 7 is a PL «-manifold in M. If (ii) holds, then the above method

shows that bd M—int Q is empty or a PL («—l)-manifold in M and that bd7

— int Q = edL = ed (M—int L) is a PL («—l)-manifold in M. Thus both 7 and

M— int 7 are relative M manifolds. Since 7 is PL in M, 7 is closed and it follows

from Theorem 2.4 that 7 is collared in M.

Lemma 3.2. Let M be a connected PL n-manifold, «^2, with PL triangulation

(K,f), D a proper domain of M, and C a continuum contained in D. Then there exists

a compact, connected, PL n-manifold 7 in M such that

(i) Cci7cLcJD,L#7>;

(ii) 7=/(|7|) where P is a subcomplex of Sd3 K, the jth regular barycentric

subdivision of K, for some j^l;

(iii) 7<=int M í/C<=int M; and

(iv) 7 n bd M=L n bd D is aPL(n- \)-manifold if C n bd M± 0 ■

Proof. Since K is locally finite, it may be assumed that M is embedded in some

R" as a closed subset and that M has PL triangulation (A", id), where id denotes

the identity map. Let d be the Euclidean metric on Rp restricted to M and choose

P>0 such that 0<p^d(C, M-D) and set Q={xeM : d(x, C)<p}. Note that

(2CT> and that if C n bd M= 0 then it may be assumed that p is chosen so that

g<=jnt M. The existence of 7 is now established using the results and terminology

of [6].
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If y is a simplicial complex, X<^\J\,letN(X,J)={seJ\ s is a face of t, t n AV 0).

Let LX = N(C, K). Since C is compact, Lx is finite and C<=iM \LX\. There exists an

integer q~¿l such that if L2 = N(C,SdqLx), then, for all /à?. N(\L2\, SdjLx)

= 7V(|L2|,Sd,Ä') and \N(\L2\, SdiF1)|cß. If CnbdAT#0, then there is an

«-simplex tneL2 such that tn has an («—l)-face tn-x contained in bd AT. Let b

denote the barycenter of tn-x. Then there exists an «-simplex t'n e Sd2 F2 such that

be \tn\, {t'n\ n bd M=\tn-X\, where t'n-x is an (n — l)-face of t'n, and |/¿|<=iM Kl-

If C n bd AT^ 0, let 7? = Sd2F2 —{tn, tn-x} and S={w | u is a proper face of tn-i};

if C n bd A7# 0, let F = Sd2F2 and S= 0. In either case, |F| is link collapsible

on \S\. Furthermore, if Co bd M^ 0, then \R\ n bd AT is link collapsible on

\S\ nbd AT=bd \t„.x\. Let J=N(\R\ -\S\, Sd,+ 4 K). Then J is a subcomplex of

N(\L2\, Sdq+iLx) and so |/|<=g. Since |7x*| — \S\ is connected, it follows from

Theorem 1 of [6] that | J | is a compact, connected PL «-manifold in AT such that

\J\ n bd AT= 0 if C n bd M= 0, and \J\ n bd AT is a PL (« - l)-manifold in

M if C n bd aT^ 0. If C n bd M= 0, let F= |/| ; otherwise, let P=J u Sd2 s(tn)

and let F= |F|. It is easily seen that F is the required PL n-manifold in M.

For «5:1, letEn = {x = (xx,...,xn)eRn\ \\x\\^l}, Sn~1={xeRn\ ||jc|| = 1} and

consider F""1, En~l, and Sn~2 as embedded in 7?", Fn, and S"-1 respectively in the

usual manner. For «^2, define/: En~1-^R by f(x) = (l -22:1 xi)112. Then / is

continuous and f(x)=0 if and only if xeSn'2. For each ie[0, 1], let Bn(t)

= {(x,s) | xeE"-1 and 0^5^i/(x)}, An(t)={(x,s) eBn(t) \ xx^0} and F71"^)

={(x, í) e An(t) | X!=0}. The following result follows easily from [8] and the

proof is omitted.

Lemma 3.3. Let 0<s<t<l. There is a homeomorphism h[s, t] of Bn(l) onto

itself such that

(i)h[s,t](B»(t)) = B»(s);

(ii) h[s, t] | bd77"(l) = /i/e«tö>';

(iii) g[s, t] = h[s, t] | An(l) is a homeomorphism of An(l) onto itself carrying

An(t) onto An(s) and g[s, t] restricted to (bd Bn(l) n An(\)) = identity;

(iv) h[s, t] is isotopic to the identity relative to bd Ti^l) andg[s, t] is isotopic to

the identity relative to bd Bn(l) n ^"(1).

If A" is a topological space and Y<= X, let I(X) rel Y={h | « is a homeomorphism

of X which is isotopic to the identity relative to Y} (if Y= 0, we will write I(X))

and let C7( A") = {« | « is a homeomorphism of X onto itself which is isotopic to the

identity under an isotopy which is the identity outside some proper compact

subset of A"}.

Definition 3.4. Let kh 1 újún, be integers. A homeomorphism « of T?n onto

itself is called an integral translation if « is defined by

h(xx,..., xn) = (xx+kx,.. .,xn+kn).
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Definition 3.5. Let In denote the unit cube and consider /" as embedded in Rn.

A PL triangulation (K, id) of Rn is called an integral PL triangulation if

(i) (K, id) restricted to In is a PL triangulation of In and

(ii) any integral translation of Rn induces a PL isomorphism of K onto itself.

It is easily established that integral PL triangulations exist for Rn. Let

Hn = {x e Rn | x„äO}. If (AT, id) (id denotes the identity homeomorphism) is an

integral PL triangulation of Rn, then (K, id) restricted to Hn is a PL triangulation

of Hn which will be denoted by (7, id). lf(K, id) is an integral PL triangulation of

Rn, then clearly (Sdy K, id) is also for all;g 1.

Henceforth, let (K, id) denote a fixed integral PL triangulation of Rn and (7, id)

the restriction of (K, id) to Hn. Let

M(K) = {P | P is a subcomplex of some SdjK,j^l,  and   \P\  is a

compact, connected, PL «-manifold in /?"}

M(L) = {P | P is a subcomplex of some Sd; K, j^l, \P\ is a compact,

connected PL «-manifold in Hn which is a relative Hn

manifold, and \P\ n bd Hn is a PL («- l)-manifold in //"}.

Lemma 3.6. Let PeM(K). There exists heCI(Rn) such that h(\P\)=\P'\ for

some P' e M(L).

Proof. Let q be an integer such that |P|c=int X, X={xe Rn \ xn^q}. Since

(K, id) is an integral PL triangulation of Rn, (K, id) restricted to A"is a PL triangula-

tion (Q, id) of X. Since |P| <=int X, there exists a PL «-cell B in Q such that 5= |7|,

7 a subcomplex of some Sdy Q, j g 1, and fin 171 is a PL (« — l)-cell in X contained

inbd |7| andfinbd A"is a PL («-l)-cell in X. Let P* = Sd,P u J. Then 7* is a

subcomplex of Sdy Q. It follows from Theorem 7, Chapter 3 of [10] that there

exists/e CI(Rn) such thatf(\P\) = \P*\. Since \P*\ n bd A"is a PL («- l)-manifold

in A1, it follows that the integral translation g: /?" -> Rn defined by g(xx, ■ ■., xn)

= (xx,. ■., xn—q) carries \P*\ onto \P'\, P'e M(L). Therefore there exists

g' e CI(Rn) such that g'(|7*|)= \P'\. Then h=g'fe CI(Rn) is the required homeo-

morphism.

Lemma 3.7. There exists a continuum Cc//nc:/?n, n^2, with the following

properties :

(i) C is homeomorphic to the l-point compactification of a connected n-manifold

with boundary;

(ii) there exists Cx and Dx, Cx=C, Dx a connected n-manifold without boundary,

Dx = iRn Cx = iRn C such that if Fx is a continuum in Rn and U is open in Rn, FxcU,

then there exists g e CI(Rn) such that F1cg(D1)':zg(Cx)<^ U; and

(iii) there exists C2 and D2, C2=C, D2 a connected n-manifold with boundary,
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D2 = iH* C2=iii" C such that if F2 is a continuum in Hn, F2 n bd //"# 0, and V is

open in Hn, 72<= V, then there exists h e CI(Hn) such that F2^h(D2)<^h(C2)<^ V.

Proof. If Fx is a continuum in Rn and Fx^U, U open in Rn, then it follows from

Lemma 3.2 that there exists P e M(K) such that 7^ \p\ c {J. Similarly if 72 is a

continuum in Hn, F2 n bd //n# 0, and F2<= V, V open in //", there exists

QeM(L) such that 72<=|g|<=K. Therefore it suffices to establish the result for

continua of the form 71 = \P\, Pe M(K) and F2=\Q\, Qe M(L).

Let (K, id) be the given fixed integral PL triangulation of Rn, (L, id) the restric-

tion of (K, id) to Hn,(R, id) a fixed PL triangulation of Un={x e Rn \ Xx > 0}, and

(S, id) a fixed PL triangulation of Vn = {xe Hn | Xi>0}. For each integer 7^1,

let c(j) = {x e Rn | xx = l/j}, and for i,j~£ 1, i<j, let sl(j, i) = {x e Rn \ l/j^Xx^l/i}.

Setq = (l,0,.. .,0),p = (0,0,.. .,0),A = lx[-l, l]x ••• x[-l, 1], where [-1, 1]

appears («—1) times, and B = {x e A \ xn^0}. Let E be the convex hull of p u A

and F the convex hull oîp u B. Then Tí is a PL «-cell in Rn, 7 is a PL «-cell in Hn,

and Fn bd Hn = G is a PL («- l)-cell in //". Let X* = {/?", //", C/n, Vn}. Note that

if N^Rn is a compact «î-manifold, and N is PL in A, Xe X*, then A^is PL in Y

for any Te A"* such that X<= Y. For each jfcl, let E¡ = E n sl(j+l,j) and

Fj = Fnsl(j+ l,j). Then T'y is a PL «-cell in Un and F¡ is a PL «-cell in Vn and

F, n bd Hn is a PL («— l)-cell in Vn. We now begin the construction of C. Let

{Qj}7=i De an enumeration of M(L). For each72:1, there exists a PL homeomor-

phism lf, lj e CI( Hn), which extends to a PL homeomorphism k¡ e CI(Rn) such

that kj(\ Qi\) = Mj, M¡^iH« 7}<=iB» E¡. Then My is PL in Vn. Let W denote the unit

«-cube, W=[0,l]x-x[0,l], X={we W \ wn = 0}, Y={xe W\wn=l}, and

Z={w e W I w„_1 = 1}. By recursive construction a sequence {fj}?= 1 of embeddings

of W in Kn can be constructed such that for j^ 1

(i) {fj(W)}f=1 is a disjoint collection of PL «-cells in Vn;

(ii) fi(W) n bd //n=/(Z)=Zy is a PL («- l)-cell in Vn;

(iii) /y(^)c(iH-. (7y u 7y+1)) n (iBn (7y u Ej+1));

(iv) fi(W) n F^Gj is a PL «-cell in Vn and fi(W) n Fj+1 = Hi+1 is a PL «-cell
in Vn;

(v) Gy n bd Hn = G'¡ is a PL («- l)-cell in Vn and /7y+1 n bd Hn = H'j + 1 is a

PL(«-l)-cellin Vn;

(vi) /(IF) n c(7+ l)=^y is a PL («- l)-cell in Vn and ^y n bd Hn=BJ is a PL

(w-2)-cell in Vn;

(viï) fj(W) n Mj=fi(X) = Xi is a PL (n-l)-cell in F", X^ed^ Mj, and

A"y n bd Hn = X; is a PL («-2)-cell in Vn;

(viii) /(W) n Mj+1=fj(Y)= Yj+1 is a PL («-l)-cell in V\ Yj+1<=edH* Mi+1,

and Yi+1 n bd 77n= Ty'+1 is a PL («-2)-cell in Vn.

Let A/=(U;aJ=iMy)u(Uy0=i/(W/))- Then it is easily seen that M is a PL

«-manifold in both Un and Vn, and M nbd Vn = M nbd Hn is a PL («-1)-

manifold in Vn. Therefore it follows from Lemma 3.1 that M is collared in Un and
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Vn and hence collared in Rn and 77". Since clB* (edB» AT) = edB« AT u p and

clH» (edH" M) = edH" M\J p are both compact, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that

there exists a tapered collaring FA/ of AT in Rn with base p and a tapered collaring

FAT2 of AT in iT" with base p. Let Dx = TMX, D2 = TM2, Cx = FATf, C2 = TM$, and

C=clB» AT=clJi» AT=ATup. Then it follows from Theorem 2.6 that CX = C=C2,

Z>i = isn C, and D2=iH" C. For k> 1 define

Ti =fk-x(W)U ("J Fq) = TT, u ("U F9),

n =fk(w)u ( 0 Fq) up = cku ( ü *■,) u?,

7Yfc = Fn-iBn Mk,   and

Ffc = 77«-iH» Mk.

Then for &>1

(i) F,1, Fte2 are PL «-cells in Hn;

(ii) Ffc1 n bd 77"=FJ, Ffc2 n bd íí»=ig are PL («- l)-cells in TT";

(iii) Fi, F| are relative TV* and Pk manifolds, F¿ n Mk = T¿ n bd Mfc^^T)

= Ffc and F| n ATfc = Ffc2 n bd ATfc =/(X) = Xk are PL («- l)-cells contained in

bd Nk and bd Pk; and

(iv) Fi u Ffc = Fi n bdFfc, ij u Afc = Ffc2 n bdFfc, and Fk n Ffc, Fg n A"fc are

PL(«-2)-cellsinFfc.
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Therefore   it   follows   from   Theorem   2.6   that   there   exist   embeddings

ax, a2: Bn(l) -> Nk such that

(i) a1(£"(l))n<x2(7?"(l))=0,

(ii) aq(Bn(0)) = T¿ n bd Nk = aq(B\l)) nbdNk,q=l,2,

(iii) aq(B\l)) n Mk = aq(Bn(0)), q= 1, 2, and

(iv) aq(B"(V) = T¡>,q=l,2;

and embeddings ßx, ß2: (An(l), Fn~1(l)) -» (Pk, Pk n bd 77n) such that

(v) ßx(A"(l))nß2(A\l))=0,

(wi) ßq(An(0)) = TS n Mk,q =1,2,

(vii) ßq(A«(l)) n Mk = ßq(A\0)), q=l,2,

(viii) ßq(An($)) = Tg,q=l,2, and

(ix) ßq(A"(l)) n bd H* = ßq(F*-\l)), q = 1, 2.

Figure 2

Note that CcA7fc u Ffc1 u Ffc2.

Suppose that F e AT(F) and that Uis open in Rn, \P\<=-U. It follows from Lemma

3.6 that there exists h e CI(Rn) such that «(|F|)=|ßfc|, Qke M(L). Since

Sd, Qk e AT(F), j'g 1, we may assume that k>\. Let kk e CI(Rn) be the previously

chosen   PL   homeomorphism   with   the   property   that   kk(\Qk\) = Mk.   Then
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hk = kkh e CI(Rn), hk(\P\) = Mk, and Mk<= Ux=hk(U). Since Ux is open in Rn and

aq(Bn(0))<= Ux, q=l,2, there exists te(0,i) such that aq(Bn(t))^Ux, q=l,2.

Define gx: Rn -> Rn by

gx(x) = x, xi iB» (ax(B\l)) u «a(5»(l))),

= «,«[?, iKH*), x e aQ(ßn(l)),   q = 1,2.

(See Lemma 3.3 for the definition of h[t, ■£].) Then gx e C/(Ä"), gi(C)c: f/, and

gi\Mk = identity. Let í/2=g1_1(í/1); then U2 is open in Rn, C^U2. Since .Dj is

a tapered collaring of M in Rn with base ¿> and compact support, it follows

from Definition 2.5 that there exists g2 e CI(Rn) such that g2 \ C = identity,

C-{p}^g2(Dx)<=g2(Cx)<=U2. Let g = hk1g1g2; then ge CI(R») and \P\^g(Dx)

cg(C1)c: U and thus (ii) of the lemma has been established.

Now suppose that Qk e M(L) and that V is open in Hn, \ Qk\ <= V. Again we may

assume that k> 1. Let lk e CI(Hn) be the previously chosen PL homeomorphism

with the property that Mk = lk(\Qk\). Then Mk<=Vx=lk(V), Vx open in Hn.

Therefore there exists t e (0, £) such that ßq(An(t))<= Vx,q=l,2. Define «x : Hn -> //"

by

*i(*) = *, * * iH" CS^^-Cl)) u ß2(A\l))),

= &*[/, iF^ix),      x e ßq(A»(l)),   q=l,2.

Then hx 6 CI(Hn), «j(C)c K1; and «j|A/fc = identity. Let K2 = «1"1('/i); then F2

is open in 77n and C<= V2. Since 7)2 is a tapered collaring of M in Hn with base ^

and compact support, it follows from Definition 2.5 that there exists «2 e CI(Hn)

such that «2|C = identity and C-{/»}c«2(T>2)<=«2(C2)<= v2. Let h = lk1h1h2. Then

« e CI(Hn) and |6k|cA(7>2)c«(C2)c F and (iii) of the lemma is established and

the proof is complete.

Lemma 3.8. Let E be an n-cell, «^2. There exists C3^E such that

(i) C3=Cx (see Lemma 3.7 for definition of Cx);

(ii) D3 = iE C3 is a connected n-manifold and bd 7>3 = bd E; and

(iii) if F is a proper continuum, bd 7<= F, and U is open in E, F<= U, then there

exists g e 1(E) rel bd E such that F<=g(D3)<=g(C3)c U.

Proof. It follows from the construction of M in Lemma 3.7 that there exists a

sequence {#y}y°=2 of PL «-cells in Rn such that for_/ä2

(i) B¡ n M=Bj n bd M is a PL («- l)-sphere in Rn;

(ii) B^iBn Fk(fí, k(j)^2; and

(in) k(j+l)>k(j).

Let Bx be a PL «-cell in Rn, /?iciB» Mx. Then it is easily seen that C—int Bx = C

where C is the continuum defined in Lemma 3.7. Let /: C -» Cx be a homeomorph-

ism and let B=f(Bx) and C3=f(C-int 50 = ^-int 5. Then C3=C and bd B

is a bicollared («— l)-sphere in Rn. Let 5 denote the 1-point compactification of Rn
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with compactification point q and consider Rn and all its subsets as subsets of S.

Let E=S—int B, then Fis an «-cell and iE C3 = D3 is a connected «-manifold with

bd D3 = bd E. Note that Cx = C3 u B and DX = D3V B.

Suppose that F is a proper continuum in E, bd F<= fy and F<= £/, Í7 open in E.

Let FX=F\J B and UX=U \J B; then Fj is a continuum in S and Ux is open in S.

There exists fel(S) such that /|5 = identity, /|Fe7(F), and f(Fx) = F'cRn.

Let U' =f(Ux) n Fn; then C/' is open in 7?" and F'c £/'. Suppose that there exists

A' ei(5) such that h'(E) = E, h'(q)=q, h'\bd F=identity, and F'^h'(Dx)<^h'(Cx)

c£/'. Let g'^f-^W; then g'(E) = E, g'\bd E= identity, and g'(mt T7) = int T7.

Since A'(intF) = intT7 and F'-int F^A'^-int F^AYC^-int Tic ¿y'-int T7,

it follows that F<=g'(TJ>3)cg'(C3)c:t/. Therefore g=g'|F satisfies (iii) (the fact

that g e 1(E) relbd E follows from [1]). Therefore it suffices to establish the

existence of A'.

Since F'^U'<^Rn, it follows from Lemma 3.7 that there exists hx e CI(Rn) such

that F'cA1(7)1)<=A1(C1)c: U'. Therefore hx extends to a homeomorphism gx e I(S)

such that gx is the identity in a neighborhood of q. Let A={g e I(S) \g is the

identity in a neighborhood of q and g | (5—g1(T)1)) = identity}. Note that if g e A,

then g(gx(Dx))=gx(Dx) and F'^g(gx(Dx))=gx(Dx). If g e I(S), then g(B) and

g(F) are «-cells in 5 with bicollared boundaries—this fact will be used without

explicit mention. Since B u gx(B)<=gx(Dx), there exists g2 e A such that g2gi(F)

<=intF. It now follows from Lemma 2 of [3] that there exists g3 e A such that

B ̂  int g3g2gx(B). Let gi = g3g2 and g5=g4gi; then g4 e A and F'^g^DJ^U'.

Let cüj: bd Fx [1, 2] ->F be such that ax(x, l) = x, x e bd E, and a^bd Fx [1, 2])

cflj. Define /Sx: bd Ex [1, 2] -^g5(F) by ßx=g5ax. Since g5 is the identity in a

neighborhood of q, p: bd F-> 5 defined by p(x)=/S1(x, 1) and/ bd F-> 5 defined

by j(x) = x have similar orientations (see [4, p. 3]). Therefore it follows from

Theorem 3.5 of [4] that there exists a homeomorphism ß0: bd Fx [0, 1] -»-g5(F)

— intF such that ß0(x, 0) = x and ß0(x, l) = ßx(x, 1), xebdE. Therefore

ß: bd Fx [0, 2] -»■ E defined by

/3(x,0=Wx,r),       ?6[0, 1],

= ßx(x,t),       te [I, 2],

is an embedding into E. Furthermore, B<=int g5(B)<=g5(Dx) and thus

ß(bdEx[0,2])^g5(Dx). Let / be a homeomorphism of bdFx[l,2] onto

bdFx[0,2] such that f(x, 2) = (x, 2) and f(x, l) = (x, 0), xebdF. Define

A': 5^ 5 by

h'(y)=y, yeB,

= ßf«T\y), yeax(bdEx[l,2]),

= g5(y), yeE-ax(bdEx[l,2)).

Then A' is the required homeomorphism.
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4. Proof of the engulfing and approximation theorems. Using the results of

§3, these theorems are easily established.

Proof of the Engulfing Theorem. Let e be an embedding of Rn onto int E, E an

«-cell, and let ex be an embedding of Hn onto E—p,pebd E. Consider Rn and TT"

as subsets of F. Let X be a proper continuum, X<^G, G open in E. If Xcint E,

then it follows from Lemma 3.7 that there exists g e CI(Rn) such that X^g(Dx)

<=G n Rn. Since g e CT(F"), g extends to A e 1(E) rel bd E such that Arch(Dx)^ G.

If X n bd E is a proper subset of bd E, there exists /e 1(E) such that f(X)^Hn.

It follows from Lemma 3.7 that there exists geCI(Hn) such that/(A")<=g(T)2)

<=/(G) n 77". Since g e CI(Hn), g extends to A' e 7(F). Let A=/_1A'. Then A 6 7(F)

and Icp2)cG. If bdFcA', the existence of A 6 T(F) rel bd F such that

Xch(D3)^G follows immediately from Lemma 3.8. Thus the theorem is

established.

Proof of the Approximation Theorem. If D is a proper domain of E, E an

«-cell, «sï2, then it is easily established that D = \Jk = x Ck, where, for k~^ 1, Ck is a

continuum and Ck^iE Ck+1. If F is any proper continuum of E, it is easily estab-

lished that F=p|fc°=1 Cfc where, for kä 1, Cfc is a continuum and Ck+x^iE Ck. In

view of the above remarks, the proof of the Approximation Theorem follows

immediately from the results of the preceding section.

5. Applications to domain rank. If A" is a topological space and U an open

subset, a topological space g(U) is called a generator of t/ if t/ is an open monotone

union ofg(U); that is t/=U"=i Uk where, for all k^ 1, Uk=g(U), Uk^Uk+x,and

i/fc is open in X. A set G of connected nonempty topological spaces is called a set

of generating domains for X if for each proper domain D of A* there exists GaeG

such that (7a generates Z>. The domain rank of X, denoted by DR (A'), is defined by

DR (A) = glb {\A\ | A is a set of generating domains for A"}, where \A\ denotes the

cardinality of the set A. A set B of generating domains for X is called basic if

|F| = DR (X). We now give a proof of the result mentioned in [9].

Theorem 5.1. DR (Rn) = 1, DR (Hn) = 2, and DR (F") = 3.

Proof. Clearly DR(F")^1, DR(T7")ä2, and DR (En) ̂ 3. It follows easily

from the results of §3 that {Dx}, {Dx, D2}, and {Dx, D2, D3} are basic sets of generat-

ing domains for Rn, TT", and En respectively.

For «^2, let F(ri) = {M | AT is a connected «-manifold, DR (AT)<co}. We are

interested in defining an equivalence relation in the class F(«) which equates those

«-manifolds which have a common basic set of generating domains. Let AT,

N e F(ri). M and N are called domain equivalent, denoted by MAN, if AT and N

have a common basic set of generating domains. AT and N are called compactly

equivalent, denoted by AT=N, if

(i) for each proper compact set C of AT there is an embedding A of (C, C n bd AT)

into (N, bd N) such that A(C) # 7Y, and
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(ii) for each proper compact set C of Anthère is an embedding « of (C, C n bd N)

into (M, bd M) such that h(C)¥=M.

Clearly = is an equivalence relation in F(n). The following theorem establishes

that = is also an equivalence relation in F(n) and the relation between = and =.

Theorem 5.2. Let M,Ne F(n). M=N if and only if M= N.

Proof. Suppose that M= N. If C is a proper compact set of M, then since « ̂  2,

there exists a proper domain D of M such that C^ D. Since M and N have a

common basic set of generating domains, it follows easily that there is an embedding

« of (C, CnbdM) into (N, bd N) such that h(C)=£N. Similarly if C is a proper

compact set of N, then there is an embedding « of (C, C nbd N) into (M, bd M)

such that h(C)¥=M. Therefore M=N.

Now suppose that M=N. Let B = {BX, ■ ■ -, Bk} be a basic set of generating do-

mains for M and let G be a proper domain of A^. Since « 2:2, there exists a sequence

{G,}y°= ! of domains of N such that

(i) cl;,, G, is compact, clN Gyc G, _/ St 1 ;

(ii) clNG^Gi+x,j^l;and

(iii) G=Uf=iclNGy.

Since M=N, for eachy'5:2, there exists an embedding/ of (cl Gy, cl Gy n bd N)

into(M, bd M) such that /(cl G})^M. Then/(cl G¡-x) is compact,/(Gy) is a proper

domain of M, and/"1 is an embedding of (/(Gy),/(Gy) n bd M) into (N, bd A).

Since B is a basic set of generating domains for M, there exists an integer q(j),

l^q(j)^k, and an embedding h¡ of (BqU),bd Bqij) into (Af, bd M) such that

/(clGy-O^f/W^/XG,). Therefore cl G^x^fi^Aß^G, and ff ^(B^) is
a domain of N. Since |2?| is finite, it follows that B is a set of generating domains

for N and thus DR (N) g DR (A/). Similarly it can be shown that DR (M) ^ DR (N).

Therefore S is a basic set of generating domains for Af and M=N.

We close noting that if M is a H^-body (see [7]) which is not embeddable in R3,

then M=R3 so DR (M) = DR (R3)=l. Thus there exists a domain of R3 which

generates an open connected 3-manifold which is not embeddable in R3.
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